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what does threescore and ten mean in the bible answers com - the phrase three score years and ten is from psalms 90
verse 10 the days of our years are threescore years and ten and if by reason of strength they be fourscore years yet is their
strength, what does three score and ten years mean answers com - answer 90 four score and ten refers to years a
score is twenty so four of them would be 80 plus ten it s 90 the term score was used in the bible and in famous speeches,
where in the bible did jesus promise three score and ten - in the bible jesus himself never promises that a person s life
lasts threescore and ten or 70 years however psalm 90 10 does make a reference to that period of time saying the days of
our years are threescore years and ten since a score means 20 threescore and ten refers to the number 70 threescore
equals three times 20 or 60 adding 10 to threescore thus produces 70, three score and ten the meaning and origin of
this phrase - three score and ten is the nominal span of a human life in the days that this expression was coined that span
was considered to be seventy years what s the origin of the phrase three score and ten threescore used to be used for sixty
in the way that we still use a dozen for twelve and occasionally score for twenty it has long since died out in that usage but
is still remembered in this phrase, psalm 90 10 the length of our days is seventy years or - verse 10 the days of our
years are three score years and ten this seems a low estimate for the time of moses since he himself died at the ago of a
hundred and twenty deuteronomy 34 7 aaron at the age of a hundred and twenty three numbers 33 39 and miriam at an age
which was even more advanced numbers 20 1 comp exodus 2 4 but these may have been exceptional cases and we have
certainly no sufficient data for determining what was the average length of human life in the later, three score and ten
wiktionary - three score and ten somewhat dated idiomatic seventy being the number of years in a full lifetime of
traditionally expected duration 1843 charles dickens martin chuzzlewit chapter 11, bible verses about three scores and
ten - bible verses about three scores and ten three scores and ten bible verses in the king james version kjv about three
scores and ten, how many years are there in a score reference com - there are 20 years in a score the word score can
be used to mean a set or group of any 20 items not just years the english word score is likely derived from an old norse
word skora which was used to mean a notch or a tally in addition to meaning the number 20
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